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CLEANING OIL

Metallic surface usually forms an oxide film during the process of storing as it comes in contact with various pollutants that stick to it. Metal surfaces with rust or having pollutants attached 
to it exert a bad effect in plating, coating or chemical treatment etc. As a pre-process treatment,  cleaning  of these metal  surfaces  is a must, which has to undergo process like plating, 
coating or chemical treatment.

PRODUCT APPEARANCE
SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY
(15/4 C)

FLASH POINT 
O( C)

APPLICATION 
& PROPERTIES

Colorless  
transparent

0.75 ± 0.02 ↑42YBI BELCLEAN 
SWD-7500

YBI BELCLEAN 
SWD-5020

YBI BELCLEAN 
SWD-4500

YBI BELCLEAN 
SWD-110

Colorless  
transparent

Colorless  
transparent

Colorless  
transparent

0.74 ± 0.02

0.79 ± 0.02

0.81 ± 0.02

↑50

↑76

-  Easily removes dirt on 
    complicated parts.

-  For removing grease, 
    neat type forming oil, 
    cutting oil, drawing oil 
    and anti-rusting oil on 
    rubber, aluminum, 
    titanium alloy, ferrous 
    and non-ferrous parts. 

-  Application dipping and 
    ultrasonic cleaning.

↑100

2-1. NEAT TYPE

2. PRODUCT INFORMATION

1. OVERVIEW OF CLEANING



2.2 WATER SOLUBLE TYPE

PRODUCT APPEARANCE pH
(5%)

METHOD TEMPERATURE 
(C)

APPLICATION 
& PROPERTIES

YBI 
BELCLEAN                                         

W-100

YBI 
BELCLEAN                             

W-91V

YBI 
BELCLEAN                            

WC-90S

YBI 
BELCLEAN                                       

WC-333

YBI 
BELCLEAN
WCF-188A

Light yellow 
transparent 9.83 ± 0.5

Spray,
Ultrasonic

↑50 

Light yellow 
transparent

Colourless

Light yellow 
transparent

Light yellow 
transparent

9.80 ± 0.5

10.1 ± 0.5

9.4 ± 0.5

12 ± 0.5

Spray,
Ultrasonic

Spray,

Spray,
Ultrasonic

Floor washing

↑60

60~80

↑60

Room 
temperature

- There is no residue 
  after washing.
- Prevents rust no the 
  engine parts.
- Low cost.

- Good cleaning 
  property.
- There is no residue 
  after washing.
- Prevents rust on the 
  engine parts.

- Good cleaning 
  property.
- Protects from rust.
- Low foaming.

- Applicable 
  for parts that require  
  membrane purity.
- There is no residue 
  after washing.

- Washes the factory 
  floor, various  
  equipments and 
  non-ferrous metals.
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